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• Introduction to QualPro’s DOE Approach: The 12-Step
MVT® Process

• Review of basic statistical techniques
• Validating measurement systems
• Using statistical tools to prepare for experimentation

Day 2
• Identifying factors (ideas included in an experiment) and

levels (factor settings) to test
• Experimental strategy and design
• Introduction to QualPro’s custom screening designs
• Fundamentals for designing and executing experiments

Day 3
• Introduction to factorial designs
• Fundamentals of analyzing experiments
• Analyzing experiments using software

Day 4
• Deploying and analyzing screening experiments
• The role and execution of refining experiments
• Workshops to evaluate, critique, and approve the designs

of individual experiments
• Practical advice for using DOE and QualPro’s DOE

software within your business

Day 1 In This Seminar, Participants Learn:
• How to view production and operations as a system.
• How to use statistical tools to monitor key success measures and

process characteristics.
• How to assess measurement systems, process stability, and process

capability.
• How to identify ideas to test.
• How to apply DOE to their most vital processes.
• How to plan and successfully deploy screening and refining

experiments in order to:
◆ Identify the ideas that will improve performance.
◆ Avoid the ideas that will hurt performance.
◆ Optimally manage the ideas that have no effect on performance.

Benefits of the 12-step MVT Process
• Provides a logical, step-by-step methodology for utilizing DOE in

your business
•

•

Uses creative input from individuals throughout your business to
generate ideas for testing
Provides a methodology that enables substantial improvement
without increased capital expenditure

• Enables DOE to be used as a continuous improvement tool
• Streamlines the execution of experiments to enable significant

performance improvement in a short time period

The QualPro MVT® Process for 
Improving Performance and Profit 
Margins in the Paper Industry

This advanced experimental design seminar is presented as a simple, step-by-step 
approach to design of experiments (DOE) with minimal technical detail. The 
seminar emphasizes the use of statistical techniques—and statistical software—to 
uncover opportunities for breakthrough improvement. The exercises included in 
the seminar have been collected from years of successful application in numerous 
industries. Through this seminar, participants will learn how to utilize DOE to 
solve real-world business problems.

This seminar is part of our DOE Master Certification Program. For more information on this program, 
please email seminars@qualproinc.com or visit www.qualproinc.com/seminars.

Participants leave this seminar with an experiment designed to improve a specific process or problem in 
their organization. Participants identify the problem or the key performance indicator they wish to 
improve. We help them design the experiment, and they return to work ready to execute it. 



“MVTs are fun. . . it’s really entertaining to watch the ‘experts’ try to explain 
what they heretofore deemed impossible.”

-Miles Hewitt, Vice President and General Manager

“The real power of MVT is that you engage all of your workforce in generating 
the ideas, designing the experiment, implementing the experiment, and actually 
retaining and sustaining the gains you generate.”

-Technical Director

“[The seminar was] very professionally done, both in materials and instruction. 
Clearly, QualPro takes their message to heart."

-David Sutter, Project Manager, Information Systems

Industry Expertise

With decades of industry experience, QualPro is uniquely qualified to help you dramatically improve your 
business processes through the power of experimental design. Our MVT® Process has been proven effective 
time and again in industries as diverse as healthcare, chemical processing, and retail sales. We have worked with 
more than a thousand clients over the years to help them save billions. 

Still not convinced? Hear from just a few of our paper industry clients on the positive impact of QualPro's MVT 
Process in their respective operations.

Client Testimonials:
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